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OUR 
MISSION
According to relevant researches, people around the world are changing 
their way to eat, such as eating more various of food, in more places, and 
in more ways than before. And all we mentioned above is actually bringing 
us a great numbers of challenges and chances.
 
Under this circumstances, Easy Green, named after the goal that we go 
green in an easy way, was created in 2009 as an eco-friendly packaging 
company and quickly earned reputation in international market. We aim to 
offer proper package for 252(love what I love) kinds of different foods. Not 
only do we want to make food look great, but also we want to keep it safe 
and sustainable too.

Today, we continue to uphold the same mission to be of service to 
customers and consumers in all that we do. We carry this in our business 
operations to address sustainability in our products and practices.

JUST FOR GOOD FOOD
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INTRO-
DUCTION
Social Responsibility&Sustainability:

The eco-friendly and environmental protection concept of Easy Green 
has promoted the virtuous development cycle of enterprises and society.

We believed lots of social and environmental issues are interacting 
closely. As the ecological systems are being irreparably destroyed due 
to human activities, we are currently facing to many challenges from 
environmental pollution and climate change.
Meanwhile,the inequalities among people throughout the world 
are increasing comparing with before.Agreat number of people are 
suffering poverty around the world and they are lacking in food, water, 
sanitation,education, healthcare and more.Environmental pollution and 
climate change definitely aggravate the poverty situation,especially for 
the areas with limited resources.

At Easy Green we encourage our employees and 
customers to give back to the communities in which 
we live and work in the following ways：

01
02

03

Reducing waste
We will regularly organize volunteer activities, such as
● Pick up rubbish on the road
● Introduce degradable material to local people

Alleviating Poverty
● In the past two decades, we have been donating to build 
schools in poorer regions for the belief of education is an 
essential measurement to alleviate poverty. 
● Raise joint donation to poor area with ourclients.

Talking the social responsibility
● Donate to anti-covid solution.
● Provide prevention supplies to epidemicarea
● Give timely and continuously support for prevention  
    supplies to our customers in Australia USA, Canada, UK 



In 2003：Our group fully made use of the synergy advantages from local relevant industries to build the first 
thermoforming plant in Foshan, Guangdong, a city famous for manufacturing. With reasonable price, good quality and 
updated design, our main product- disposable tableware, quickly won the reputation from domestic & international 
market and customer’s satisfaction & trust .

In 2009:With accumulative of clients, aggregation of production experience and increased demands of disposable 
tableware, we realized the importance of having a own-brand. To make the dream of “offering healthy and disposable 
packaging solutions to 252 kinds of food” come true & encourage people to go green in an easy way, CEO Angeli 
established the brand “Easy green”.Soon afterwards, a sales service center had been set up in Foshan, where next to 
Guangzhou port and Shenzhen port, to offer customers better and timely service.  In the same year, our group invested 
heavily in setting up a second thermoforming factory in Taiwan with high-level facilities, exquisite workmanship and full 
process production lines.

In 2012:In order to meet the rapidly increased needs of product packaging, we invested in a carton packaging factory 
during 2012. Stable production capacity and high-quality service are the bottom line that we have always adhered to.

In 2014:Since market share increasing, our group set up the first injection molding factory in Taichung and the product 
category has been greatly expanded.

In 2015: As the life pace is getting faster, a more convenient life would be expected. We believe the market demand 
for disposable tableware will keep going up. Thus, the group established a third thermoforming factory in Kunshan, 
Zhejiang (adjacent to Shanghai port).

In 2016: Time goes by, we realized the urgency of environmental protection. Bagasse, a waste product from sugarcane 
that can be 100% biodegraded, came into our vision. Therefore, the first plant for bagasse tableware, which is also a 
meaningful milestone for our group, has been founded in Taiwan. 

In 2018: Our strategic investment of bagasse production turned out to be correct & successful. To improve production 
capacity, the second bagasse plant has been founded in Foshan, Guangdong.

In 2020: During 2020, the 1st paper production plant started running in Zhejiang, which greatly enhance our products 
categories. 
Besides, by adopting imported food-grade kraft paper as raw material, paper products got advantages as: light, 
environment-friendly and degradable.

OUR
HISTORY
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PROCESS INTRODUCTION
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MATERIALS INTRODUCTION
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PKC Kraft Paper Box
PKC kraft paper box is diversified compartments and capacities, suitable for salads, fries, fried chicken, pasta, fruits, etc.

PK152-2
Bottom size： 152×120×50mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC150-3
Bottom size： 150×150×40mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC185-3
Bottom size： 185×150×50mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC185-4
Bottom size： 185×150×38mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC185-5
Bottom size： 185×150×38mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC200-5
Bottom size： 200×155×40mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC240-5
Bottom size： 240×122×50mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC200-4
Bottom size： 200×175×55mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 400

PKC230-6
Bottom size： 231×154×45mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 400

PKC255-5
Bottom size： 255×170×42mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC205-3
Bottom size： 205×160×55mm
Kraft paper 330+18PE
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

White cardboard paper                              Kraft paper                              LOGO Printing
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PKC kraft paper clamshell
is suitablefor serving fast food (such as fried chicken, fries, burgers), fruit, baked goods, etc.

PKW Kraft Paper Window Box
is suitablefor serving fast food, salads, fruits, baked goods, etc., and can display food more intuitively.

PKC-30 （30oz）
Bottom size： 150×100×45mm
Kraft Paper Clamshell
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC-72 （72oz）
Bottom size： 195×140×65mm
Kraft Paper Clamshell
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKW-30 （30oz）
Bottom size： 150×100×45mm
Kraft Paper Window Box
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKW-45 （45oz）
Bottom size： 153×120×65mm
Kraft Paper Window Box
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKW-48 （48oz）
Bottom size： 180×120×50mm
Kraft Paper Window Box
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKW-72 （72oz）
Bottom size： 195×140×65mm
Kraft Paper Window Box
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC-45 （45oz）
Bottom size： 153×120×65mm
Kraft Paper Clamshell
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

PKC-48 （48oz）
Bottom size： 180×120×50mm
Kraft Paper Clamshell
Packing(pcs/ctn): 200

White cardboard paper                              Kraft paper                              LOGO Printing
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PSB Salad Bowl
PSB salad bowl with different sizes, can hold salad, pasta, ramen, etc., to meet the needs of different capacity of food.

PSB-500 （500ml）
Bottom size： Ø150×Ø129×46mm
Base: Kraft Paper     /     Lid: PET
Packing(pcs/ctn): 300

PSB-750 （750ml）
Bottom size： Ø150×Ø129×60mm
Base: Kraft Paper     /     Lid: PET
Packing(pcs/ctn): 300

PSB-1000 （1000ml）
Bottom size： Ø150×Ø129×78mm
Base: Kraft Paper     /     Lid: PET
Packing(pcs/ctn): 300

PSB-1300 （1300ml）
Bottom size： Ø185×Ø160×66mm
Base: Kraft Paper     /     Lid: PET
Packing(pcs/ctn): 300
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CUSTOMER 
SERVICE
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We are in a good position not only to supply you high quality product 
but also the excellent after-sales service.

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

QUALITY CONTROL PRODUCTION

Creative Design Team,our team can accept 
customize.

More environmentally friendly, more beautiful, 
stronger, more convenient and more economical.

We will control every production part to ensure 
the quality Input QC-Process QC-Final QC.
-Output QC.

We have international advanced production 
equipment, complete management process, 
and professional production team.

MARKETS

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Northern Europe
Sweden, Holland, United Kingdom, Hungary, Iceland, France...

North America
Canada, United States, Mexico

Western Europe
Belgium, France, Britain, Netherlands, Germany...

Oceania
Australia, New Zealand

South America
Brazil, Peru, Argentina

Africa
Seychelles, South Africa

A Customer
From Jamaica

Payment made!!!!
Oh my i’m so happy.
I’ve been trying to have this small success, and finally!
I would like to keep working with you.I like how you work.Hopefully we can do the next order soon.

A Customer From
The United States

Yes we already received them.Thank you very much.They look really good.
Our tests were perfect.

A Customer From
The France

I recieved the samples.They seem to be of good quality.Our office is now testing the heated products 
Are packed, so that our vendors have confidence in the packagin.

A Customer From
The United States

We received the package in good shape. The samples are very appealing!
We are planing to  accelerate the process towards the 220.000 products a month. 
I will discuss with you in my next email. 
I hope to hear from you as soon as possible!
Thanks you for your effort.



Easy Green Eco Packaging Co., Ltd.,founded in 2003, located in Foshan 
city, Guangdong province, which is near to Guangzhou and Shenzhen 
Port. Easy Green is specialized in supplying safe eco-friendly disposable 
food packaging. Our products including 100% recyclable plastic products, 
100% biodegradable pulp products and PLA products, which comply to 
FDA and EU.

Our products use advanced equipment and facilities to perfect every detail 
in the flow, ISO complied QC system assure you high and stable quality. 
In addition, we offer the satisfied service from design, sampling and tools 
development to manufacturing for your special request. Moreover, Easy 
Green have exported products and services all over the world, especially 
in Europe, North America, Oceania, Southeast Asia and South Africa with 
tremendous reputation. 

COMPANY 
PROFILE

R&D Dept. Workshop Material Extrusion

Equipment Sales Center Warehouse

Disinfection Room Mould Room  Raw Material 
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